Complete the Degree requirements, as well as the below program requirements. If you are in a B.A., see the Bachelor of Arts checklist.

### DECLARATION REQUIREMENTS

To be declared into this program, students must complete:

- ☐ PSYC 100 *Intro Ψ I*
- ☐ PSYC 102 *Intro Ψ II*
- ☐ PSYC 201W *Intro Ψ Research ("C" or better)*
- ☐ PSYC 210 *Intro Ψ Data*

### DISCLAIMER

Each student is responsible for ensuring that their academic choices meet the requirements for graduation. All requirements are outlined in the SFU Calendar. Advisors are available to provide guidance. However, the student has ultimate responsibility for compliance with and completion of the program and degree requirements and for observing regulations and deadlines.

### LOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS

Students must complete:

- ▶ At least two of the following courses:
  - ☐ PSYC 221 *Intro Cog Ψ*
  - ☐ PSYC 241 *Intro Abnormal Ψ*
  - ☐ PSYC 250 *Intro Development Ψ*
  - ☐ PSYC 260 *Intro Social Ψ*
  - ☐ PSYC 268 *Intro Law Ψ*
  - ☐ PSYC 280 *Intro Bio Ψ*

### UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS

Students must complete:

- ▶ At least 21 units in UD PSYC courses:
  - ☐ ______________________ ( )
  - ☐ ______________________ ( )
  - ☐ ______________________ ( )
  - ☐ ______________________ ( )
  - ☐ ______________________ ( )
  - ☐ ______________________ ( )

### NOTES

- No more than 3 units in Directed Studies may be used towards this program.
- At least 11 UD units in PSYC courses must be completed at SFU.

### ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Students must also have a:

- ☐ PSYC GPA of 2.00 or higher
- ☐ PSYC UD GPA of 2.00 or higher
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